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Editorials
by Lanny Ruck President and Dana Lane S/T

President’s Message

  Lanny at Quang Tri

Greetings ... I hope everyone is well and happy as

we enter the final quarter of 2007. As reunions go, you

could say 2007 was uneventful; I was the only Lancer at

the VHPA in Phoenix and at the 101st in Omaha.  I guess

the good news is, absent my untimely demise, we probably

can’t ever do worse? Obviously we will do much better in

2008 as Dana Lane and David Mussey have said the will

definitely attend Reno in August (no specific date yet but

will probably be around the second week of August). The

Reno reunion 4 or 5 years ago did result in the largest

gathering of Lancers ever . . . some 29 including family

members and I hope everyone begins planning right now

to make this reunion!  I also suspect the VHPA in San

Antonio over the 4th of July may lure a few Lancers.

However, IF you can only make one next year (or ever),

please make it RENO IN 2008!!! We also need to elect

officers for the next three years at Reno.

The good news is that the Newsletter is seemingly

back on track (2 quarters in a row counting this one) with

the help of Gary Bowman.  So IF you don’t notice any

improvement, please feel free to contact GB and express

your displeasure (hehe).  Also good news is that the cost

of the mailed newsletter will be significantly lower in the

future since only 12 (of over 60) returned the stamped

post card attached to the last news letter. If you are too

lazy to place the post card on your mail box for the

postman to pick up (you didn’t even have to write

anything on it!) and mail, you probably were not reading

it anyway.  The PDF version will continue to be placed on

the homepage by Walt White and should be available in

color. Speaking of Newsletters, the Lady Lancers (Family

Readiness Group) were to put out a new Newsletter via

email and it should be coming to those who signed up

sometime soon? The Yahoo Group membership remains

fairly constant at 91 Members.

The MDL (Modern Day Lancers) are deploying to

Afghanistan this month or next for their third tour and

we wish them the best and will continue to support them

anyway we can.  One idea is on the table but we are going

to have to increase the treasury to pull it off; more to

come on that and there may be an article within the

newsletter on their “official” deployment? 

While I know we have had group pictures on the

cover of the Newsletter before, this may be the first time

and individual has appeared? I debated about this but

decided to do it for a variety of reasons: 1. To remember

and honor our recently departed Brother Lancer Larry

Voigtsberger and all our departed Brothers.; you can find

information about our departed Brothers, during tour and

after tour, on the homepage under various Memorial links

a n d  L a r r y ’ s  o b i t u a r y  a t :

http://www.thelancers.org/Memorial/lvobit.htm . 2.  To

specifically remind everyone that the older we get, the

more likely death becomes . . . no one gets out alive! Just

because medical advances have raised the average age of

death into the seventies or eighties (?), it doesn’t keep

middle age (50 - 65) people from dying daily, often from

stroke or heart attack while in seemingly perfect health.

I do know for a fact that once you die, you will not see

your Lancer friends at any reunion on this earth!  IF you

plan to see them somewhere else, you have a lot more faith

than I do! 3. To specifically thank Carlye Voigtsberger for

providing WW information on Larry’s death and pictures

Larry had from Vietnam (On the homepage).  Please see

emails within the newsletter on this subject.  I have

invited Carlye (and family) to Reno if they are available;

I do believe they would enjoy themselves as have family

members in the past. 

We continue to have occasional mini-reunions

around the country and one is included in this issue;

hopefully anyone getting together will provide some

pictures for the webpage and/or newsletter. There is an

after action report from Omaha and a few pictures.

Please note there was a substantial delay from the

beginning of this newsletter and the completion . . . I

would like to blame it on my computer crash but that only

lasted 2 weeks.  In any event, this edition will be the

second half of 2007 and I shall attempt to get 4 out in

2008.  Because of the delay, I can provide some more

accurate information within the newsletter on upcoming

2008 reunions.  There will be some miscellaneous articles,

pictures, etc that I hope will be of interest? I will be at

Snowbird in Orlando (Jan. 29 - Feb 4) and Chas Grabon

and I have some plans to golf, smoke, and joke.  Anyone

else in the area feel free to come up and party for a day or

two . . . you don’t need to be a member of the 101st

Association to participate in partying with fellow Lancers!

In conclusion, the event of 2008 will be the 101st

annual reunion in Reno and I sincerely hope everyone will

make every effort to attend . . . we always have a great

time but it much better when you have a large group

rather than just a few . . . I expect a very large group in

Reno and the best reunion yet!!!  Russ and I will gladly

buy any Lancer all the alcohol you can drink . . . especially

in the Hospitality Suite!  

http://www.thelancers.org/Memorial/lvobit.htm
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Treasurer’s Report

Dana and Betsy Lane

at Reno last time!

This is the end
of year for 2007
from Dana. I
also received
previous files in
September which
included
donations by
name but I am
not placing that
here. Suffice to
say we deeply
appreciate those
who make
donations to our
association and
also thank Dana
for the great job
he does.  Our
end of year
balance is
$833.89.  We
only have a few
minor expenses
for the 1st

quarter so we are
in great shape.

Of course,
donations are
always accepted
at any time. 
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OMAHA AFTER ACTION REPORT  - by Lance Ruck

Flight: I returned from  Omaha Sunday from the 62nd annual 101st A irborne Division Association reunion. I would

estimate the turnout to be about 400, probably the smallest I've been to these past 9 years. However, the smaller than

normal turnout didn't prevent everyone from having a great time and there were quite a few highlights to the reunion.

One was having 17 active duty soldiers  from  the 101st in attendance; it included the Honor Guard, the 101st parachute

team, and the flight crew for a Blackhawk that dropped the paratroopers at the golf course, hotel parking lot, and at the

dedication of the Heartland Airborne Mem orial. Seven of the young troopers jo ined the Aviation dinner and we all

chipped in and paid for their meals. About 45 attended the dinner on Thursday evening. 

The first golf scramble on Wednesday was rained out but we did get in the one on Thursday and had about 10 or 11

teams in a scramble. We met the guy who initiated the "Tee it Up for the Troops" concept that is to occur nationwide

September 11. The dedication of the Heartland Airborne Memorial was excellent and Governor Terry Zahn of Omaha

did a tremendous job in getting this done with the help of unions, corporations, and individuals! The statue was superb

and the surrounding area with pavers fit right in with other military mem orials already in the park. Hopefully a few

pictures will be attached. Both banquets went off smoothly and a little quicker than usual. Hospitality Suite was very

busy every night and I hung out with some of the 159th Aviators and some of the Governors. Randy Kirby had about 13

or 14 159th guys show up and definitely had the largest aviation contingent. The changes to the Constitution and By-

laws all passed except one which involved a clarification to the name of the Assoc iation. In fact, a straw poll of the units

to consider opening the Association up to all airborne troopers was defeated handily. The new President is Joe

Alexander and the 2009 reunion will be in Hampton, VA and 2010 in Indianapolis. 

Of course, the 2008 is in Reno and I am certainly hoping we can get a great turnout there; please make plans to attend

Reno because three units are having their reunions in conjunction with the 101st and I do believe the attendance at

Reno is going to be around 1000 or more.The Lancer business m eeting was going smoothly until there was a motion to

give the President a $1000 bonus for his great work in 2007, then all hell broke loose and there was heated debate that

almost lead to fisticuffs! Fortunately, the motion failed by a vote of one to nothing! (hehe) Aviation now has 4 Governors

and 4 Alternates and we were able to fill 3 of the 4 Governors and all of the alternates; Congratulations to Dave Mussey

as he is again an Alternate Aviation Governor (I put Dave's name in as I know for a fact that he will be in Reno and

therefore able to serve at the BOG meetings should one of the four Governors be absent). As National Parliamentarian,

I am having some success in talking with the Governors and Presidents to stick to the business agenda as opposed to

unnecessary comm ents, backpatting,and endless speeches; the Friday meeting started at 9 am and was concluded by

1 pm (Outback Steakhouse provided steak and Chicken to everyone who came to the Hospitality Suite - Jim Beam and

Budweiser donated all the liquor free and Jim Beam also donated $10,000 to the Association) and the Saturday

meeting lasted an hour and a half rather than the usual 3 or 4 hours. In conclusion, the 101st Airborne Division

Association is in the black for the second year in a row and the future looks bright as long as we can retain above 8000

mem bers (at about 9400 right now). Lanny - 13. PS: Pictures allegedly attached and I will probably have to send

several emails to complete the pictures. Speaking of pictures, I enjoyed those from Carlye that W W  placed on the

homepage and must advise Yahoo has sent a missive stating they are eliminating pictures effective September 20 and

giving options . . . which I will soon forward to the Group for comment! 
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Email! 

Welcome a new family member - Carlye Voigtsberger

From: "Carlye Voigtsberger" <carlyev@hotmail.com>

To: <w_a_white@yahoo.com>

Subject: Lancers Website

Date: Sat, 14 Jul 2007 00:59:34 -0700

Hello 

I am Larry Voigtsberger's daughter. I obtained

your email address from the Lancer's photo

website. I am uncertain if you have been in

contact with my Dad or not since Vietnam, but

he is named in some of the photos that are

posted on your w ebsite. 

Regretfully, I wanted to inform you that my Dad

passed away on April 24th of this year. He went

into cardiac arrest at work (Everett, WA Boeing

plant), on April 4th. He was resuscitated and

taken to the hospital. Unfortunately, due to

length of time he was without oxygen, he did not

recover. W e painfully made the decision to take

him off of life support, knowing that he would

not want to continue his life that way. 

My Dad's time in Vietnam had a huge impact on

his life. He was very proud to have served in the

101st Airborne Divison. Though I was always

very interested to know what really went on

there, he always spoke very lightly of the

subject. Even as a small child I knew  that was all

he was willing to share and did not push for

anymore than he gave me. I realize (to  the best

of my ability) that it was such a difficult time,

and one that is hard to share with others who

were not there. 

I have picture slides of photos my Dad took

while in Nam. If you are interested, I would be

happy to share them with you. Perhaps they can

make a good addition to your collection. If you

are willing, I would also like your assistance in

identifying the people in the photos, or sharing

any memories of the time you shared with my

Dad in Vietnam. 

You can contact me at this email address, or if

you would like to speak with me, my cell phone

number is 425/418-3546, and home number

360/651-2090. 

Take Care. Hope to  hear back from you. 

From: "Lance Ruck" <leruck@elp.rr.com>
To: <carlyev@hotmail.com>
CC: "wa white" <wawhite@wawhite.net>
Subject: Thank you
Date: Wed, 15 Aug 2007 20:20:41 -0700

Carlye: Sorry for the delay in responding but I see

Walt White has done his usual superb job in placing

you Dad 's photos on the web site. I want to personally

thank you for taking the time to send the photos and

also share my deepest sympathy for your loss. While I

do not recall you Dad, I was there for 4 month of

1970 and thought one of the pictures looked like me .

. . alas, the individual was much to handsome to be

me! I would like your permission to place your email

of July 14th and a picture of your Dad in the 3rd

Quarter Newsletter. I would also invite you to join us

at Reno in August of 2008 for the annual 63rd 101st

Airborne Division Association Reunion if you are

available. We have had many family members of KIA

and passed after tour join us in the past and they have

all thoroughly enjoyed the experience. Again, thanks

for the pictures and information and I hope I get to

meet you someday at a reunion. Lance E. Ruck,

President - The Lancer Association

----- Original Message ----- 

From: Carlye Voigtsberger 

To: leruck@elp.rr.com 

Cc: wawhite@wawhite.net ; mnanana@lsbg.net ;

luv2luvhim@comcast.net ; omajena@cs.com ;

dj2.v@juno.com ;

mark.voigtsberger@powerqualitytesting.com 

Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2007 9:33 PM 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

Dear Lance,

It would be a great honor and tribute to my Dad for you to

include my email and his picture in your 3rd Quarter

Newsletter. Thank you for this opportunity and for extending

an invitation to me to join the 63rd annual reunion. At this

time, I am uncertain if I will be able to attend, but definitely

would like to. I would appreciate it if you can send me

detailed information on the reunion and a copy of the

Newsletter once it is published . 

mailto:carlyev@hotmail.com
mailto:leruck@elp.rr.com
mailto:wawhite@wawhite.net
mailto:mnanana@lsbg.net
mailto:luv2luvhim@comcast.net
mailto:omajena@cs.com
mailto:dj2.v@juno.com
mailto:mark.voigtsberger@powerqualitytesting.com
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I am overwhelmed by the kindness I have received from

those in the Lancer Association. It means more to me than I

can convey in words. I never imagined I would receive such

a great response. A special heartfelt thanks to:

Walt White for reaching out with compassion,

communicating with others in the Lancer Association, and

taking the time to create the webpage dedicated to my Dad.

Gary Bowman for his thoughtfulness and compassion,

sharing photos of and informing me of the Lancer helicopter

at Boeing Restoration Center, and continued

correspondence. 

John Scarlett and Bill Walker for their personal emails, and

kind words.

The Lancers are much like an extended family and a great

group of guys. I wish you all well. Thank you for everything.

Hope to remain in touch. Once I obtain prints of the slides

my Dad had from Vietnam, I will send those out to you.

Perhaps you may be in some of those photos. (Sorry W alt,

you may not want to hear that! I will try and figure out how

to send them on a zip file).

Carlye

5226 107th St NE, Marysville, WA 98270

Carlye:

 Thank you and I will mail you a copy which should

come out sometime in September. I will provide you

with the information on the reunion when it is

available and you might also find information about it

at: 
www.screamingeagle.org (I think I heard it is the

8th - 12th of August?). Also, let me make a

recommendation concerning your Dad's slides - take

them to Wal-Mart or Walgreens and ask them to place

them on a CD disc - they may have to send them out

and take a week or so - when I did mine in 1999 it

was a little over a $1 per slide. I think the Association

could help you with the cost up to a few hundred

dollars right now as our fund is at an all time low. Let

me know? I am sharing your email with the Lancer

Yahoo Group as has been done with your past emails.

Fraternally, Lanny Ruck - Lancer 13 PS: Yes, you are

a member of a growing Lancer Family!

Just a personal note here to thank Walt White and all those 

Lancers who  spent the time to  communicate with Carlye! I

Do hope we get to meet her at Reno.

----- Original Message ----- 

From: Don LaRue MAJ, APA-C 

To: DAVID CASEY 

Sent: Monday, June 25, 2007 11:51 PM 

Subject: normandy follow-up photo 

I hope all of you receiving this photo have seen the
photo of me raising the flag at the american
cemetery in normandy. this photo started
circulating several days after, one of the attendees
took this photo after I had completed the raising of
the colors. I was so overwhelmed with the
emotions involved on this occasion that I headed
for the beach for some air. the lady accompanying
me is ann mckendry. her uncle was with the 505th
parachute infantry regiment. he was killed fighting
for the causeway at la fiere chateau, the road
known as 'purple heart lane'. 

please thank the soldiers of any era for our
freedom. 

don

MAJ Don K. LaRue APA-C
Life Member Army Flight Surgeon Society, Life
82nd ABN DIV, Life 101st ABN DIV 
Combat Vets Association #435 

AZ All Airborne Chapter 
Sp! ecial Forces Association CH IV-XXIV
Lancers B Co.158th AVN BN

Of course, the above email is from Honorary

Lancer Don “Doc” LaRue who helped Walt Fuller

finally get his PTSD benefits and became the “favorite

son” of the 101st Airborne Division for his medical

support to the Division in Iraq. I hope that I can find

the original email that Walt sent which documented

everything Don did to earn the respect and admiration

of the 101st Division. Suffice to say “Doc” is in the

Yahoo Group and contributes regularly. Hopefully, the

two pictures he sent will be available on the next page

as they are very inspiring and also speak volumes

about our love for “The Greatest Generation”!

http://www.screamingeagle.org
mailto:lash59@yahoo.com
mailto:vietnam6671@msn.com
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Well,   after an hour of trying to get these on here full page, this is the best I can do without them being so blurred they are

basically useless.  No matter what I did, I couldn’t get the black square out of the second photo so I had to leave it there to at least

get Don and Ann in the photo.  

Mini reunion in Aiken, SC Pride of Det158th. L-R Larry Sapp, Gary Canterbury 
and Ken Prater on 8-8-07. Has anyone heard anything about Buck Buck Newland?

The message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:
PICT0009

OK . . . I give up here too . . . this is the only one I can place that doesn’t make Larry, Gary, and Ken look like retarded kids! I am

really sorry for GB’s lack of technical expertise!  (Hehe) Actually, I just had to cover the fact that Ken wasn’t wearing any shorts! 
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Well, in keeping with the tone of the second  half of 2007  newsletter, I offer the Ruck 2007 Xm as photo

for those of you who receive the few “mailed copies”. Obviously, all on Yahoo who have seen this photo already  

know that the black box in the lower left of the picture was not actually because Lana and Melissa were not

wearing an pants! (hehe) So Happy Holiday Season and New  Year to all my Lancer Brothers who are too cheap to

buy a computer and keep up with the times . . . that’s why the still have news papers . . . even though you can

view them  on-line for free!  My recommendation . . . don’t upgrade . . . hold out until the very  bitter end . ..,

ignore technology as long as humanly possibly . . . with any luck . . . you will die before you realize what you

missed and how easy it would have been to participate . . . hey . . . much like a reunion???

Hello Lance 

Glad to get your e-mail. I know what you mean about the time after Vietnam. It sure was and is a hard memory to put aside. It slips
back in from time to time but most of the time I keep it buried. You were right about the age. I am 66, but try not to think about that
either. I am in good health, so I am thankful for that. You were talking about  XXXXXX. Him and I did not get along. The night the
Korean floor show stayed in the Officers Quarters someone 

threw CS and he had me in his office at 130 saying that I did it. The CQ had to get me up out of bed and tell me to report to him. I
stood at Parade rest in front of him for over 30 minutes while he accused me of this. Finally I told him I was going to the Bn.
Commander and report him. He dismissed me and I found out later who did it. So after that I did not like him. He found out later
who did it and apologized to me but from then on I stayed away from him as much as possible. I liked Maj. Cole when he was the
CO. 
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In the picture from right to left on the front row with only half of him in the picture is William Ingle,next is "Johnnie" Johnson, next is
William Beason and those are the only ones I am sure of. Johnson lives around Nashville, but I don't know what his real first name
is. If I did I could find him real easy. 

I am sending a copy of these orders so maybe it will help locate some of those listed. I have been looking for some of the guys. I
found Milton Solomon, he lived about south of me. I am going to see him in about 3 weeks. I have loads of pictures and an 8 mm
clip that I made at Evans. 

Take care and I will be in touch later. 

Jimmy S.

This email from Jimmy Sutterfield - now IF I can get the picture below?

Well, that is convenient in that it covers what has come to be known as “The Capt P Salute”!

The pictures of page 4 are l to right: 2 unknown 159th guys, Randy Kirby, and Me.   The next is me with new

incoming President of the 101st Airborne Division Association  Joe Alexander. The last is a picture of the

Airborne Memorial dedicated at Omaha.

Also, please note that the Modern Day Lancers have now  deployed to Afghanistan for their Third Tour; We will

continue to support them every way possible and pray for their safe return!
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LancerS

is published quarterly by whomever we can
get to do it, right now it’s your President

and he is desperately looking for a
replacement?

Lancer Association Officers
Lance E. Ruck (P)
4704 Post Road

El Paso, TX 79903-1530
Ph. 915-565-9741
leruck@elp.rr.com

Walter White (VP)*
4135 Hunters Glen

San Antonia, TX 78218-1571
Ph. 210-967-4011

w_a_white@yahoo,com
*Webmaster

Dana Lane (S/T)
119 Christy Lane

Portland, ME 04103
Ph. 207-797- 4646
Lancer55@aol.com 

If you have any questions or
comments concerning this Newsletter
or any other matters concerning the
Lancer Association, feel free to
contact any of the Officers above. 

IF you would like to make a
donation to the Lancer Association
simply send it to Dana Lane at the
above address. Any donation is tax
deductible.

RENO IN 2008!!!

mailto:leruck@elp.rr.com
mailto:Lancer55@aol.com
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